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In this paper, we present the results of measurements of the thermal conductivity of Cu2Te2O5Br2,
a compound where tetrahedra of Cu2+ ions carrying S = 1/2 spins form chains along the c-axis of
the tetragonal crystal structure. The thermal conductivity κ was measured along both the c- and
the a-direction as a function of temperature between 3 and 300 K and in external magnetic fields
H up to 69 kOe, oriented both parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis. Distinct features of κ(T )
were observed in the vicinity of TN = 11.4 K in zero magnetic field. These features are unaltered
in external fields which are parallel to the c-axis, but are more pronounced when a field is applied
perpendicularly to the c-axis. The transition temperature increases upon enhancing the external
field, but only if the field is oriented along the a-axis.

PACS numbers: 66.70.+f, 75.40.Gb

INTRODUCTION

Thermal transport in low-dimensional quantum spin
systems has recently been investigated in detail, both
experimentally and theoretically. Considerable progress
has been made in the theoretical understanding of heat
transport in idealized one-dimensional (1D) and two-
dimensional (2D) model spin systems. For 1D systems
that are dominated by antiferromagnetic (AFM) cou-
plings of the spins, the integrability of the corresponding
model Hamiltonians leads to interesting and nontrivial
results for various transport properties, including spin-,
charge-, and energy-transport [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
For the description of heat transport in real materials,
more realistic models, considering perturbations such as
spin-lattice coupling, defects and three-dimensional in-
teractions have to be considered. Only a small amount of
theoretical work along these lines is available in the liter-
ature. For example, the spin-phonon coupling in Heisen-
berg AFM S = 1/2 spin chains has been considered and
calculations including the interaction of spins with de-
fects in AFM S = 1/2 spin chains and ladders were made
[10, 11].

Experimental investigations treating quasi-2D spin
systems concentrated on measurements of thermal trans-
port in layered cuprates and vanadates [12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17] and in the Shastry-Sutherland spin-lattice com-
pound SrCu2(BO3)2 [18, 19, 20]. For quasi-1D systems,
experimental results were reported for S = 1/2 spin
ladders [21, 22] and S = 1/2 Heisenberg spin chains
[23, 24, 25, 26], including the inorganic spin-Peierls com-
pound CuGeO3 [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. The
common feature of all these compounds is that the heat
transport is dominated by phonons, except along the di-
rections of strong spin-spin interactions, i.e., along the
chains in 1D systems and in the plains in 2D systems.

For these cases, significant heat transport carried by spin
excitations is observed in limited temperature intervals.
In most materials, however, the spin system simply acts
as a source of phonon scattering and cannot be regarded
as a channel of significant energy transport.

The material studied in the present work may be
viewed as a quasi-zero-dimensional spin system. The es-
sential structural subunits are weakly interacting spin
tetrahedra. The ground state and the excited states
of noninteracting spin tetrahedra are well understood
[35, 36]. Various anisotropic and frustrated interactions
between spin tetrahedra, even if relatively weak, lead
to interesting and non-trivial ground states and quan-
tum phase transitions. An acceptable physical realiza-
tion of the spin-tetrahedra model was recently found in
compounds of the type Cu2Te2O5X2 with X=Cl or Br
[35, 36], for which the tetragonal crystal structure of
Cu2Te2O5X2 is formed by distorted tetrahedra of Cu2+

ions aligned along the c-axis [35]. Two types of AFM
bonds within the tetrahedra are associated with exchange
integrals J1 and J2. The magnetic susceptibility χ(T ) ex-
hibits a peak and subsequently decreases exponentially
with decreasing T at low temperatures. This suggests
that the spins are dimerized and the corresponding en-
ergy gap ∆/kB, separating the ground state from ex-
cited states, is about 40 K [35, 36]. The analysis of
the susceptibility data, assuming that r ≡ J2/J1 = 1,
results in J1/kB = J2/kB = 38.5 and 43 K for X =
Cl and Br, respectively [35, 36]. A mean-field (MF)
type analysis of results of Raman scattering measure-
ments on the Br-compound suggests that r = 0.66, and
J1/kB = 47 K. The inter-tetrahedral coupling param-
eter Jc = 0.85J1 [37] leads to phase transitions to an
AFM ordered state at TN = 18.2 and 11.4 K for X = Cl
and Br, respectively [36]. The application of an exter-
nal magnetic field H reduces TN for Cu2Te2O5Cl2. For
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Cu2Te2O5Br2, however, an unusual increase of the tran-
sition temperature with increasing H was observed. It
was argued [36, 37] that the latter anomalous behavior
is caused by the vicinity of a quantum critical transi-
tion, which is expected if Jc = 0.75J1. Several theo-
retical models have since been put forward to explain
the magnetically ordered state and the related excitation
spectrum of Cu2Te2O5Br2. The essential inputs were
based on invoking, e.g., anisotropic inter-tetrahedral and
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya-type interactions [38, 39, 40, 41],
but the nature of the low-temperature phase still remains
largely unexplained. Very recent neutron diffraction ex-
periments [42] were interpreted as to indicate the forma-
tion of an incommensurate long-range magnetic order for
both X=Cl and Br.

Results on the temperature dependences of the thermal
conductivity κ(T ) of Cu2Te2O5X2 for both X=Br and
X=Cl in zero magnetic field were recently reported in
Ref. [43]. The authors observed a strong anomaly in κ(T )
near TN for Cu2Te2O5Cl2 and attributed it to an un-
expectedly large spin-lattice coupling in this compound.
In contrast, no anomaly was observed for the isomor-
phic Cu2Te2O5Br2, which was ascribed to an intrinsically
weak spin-lattice coupling in this material. The present
work includes measurements of the low-temperature ther-
mal conductivity κ(T,H) of Cu2Te2O5Br2 with a special
emphasis on investigating the influence of external mag-
netic fields H with different orientations. In the vicin-
ity of the ordering transition, we observe a pronounced
anomaly of κ(T ), which is remarkably sensitive to the
strength and the orientation of the external magnetic
field. The main result is the observation of an anoma-
lous increase of TN with increasingH , but only if the field
orientation is perpendicular to the c-axis, at least up to
6 T. The implications of this observation are discussed
in view of recent theoretical suggestions for the cause of
the magnetic ordering transition in Cu2Te2O5Br2.

SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENT

The samples for this investigation were cut from a large
single crystal of Cu2Te2O5Br2, grown as described in Ref.
[35]. Two bar-shaped samples with approximate dimen-
sions of 0.5 × 0.5 × 2 mm3 were cut in such a manner
that the longest direction was, for one sample, along the
c-direction, and perpendicular to the c-direction for the
other specimen. The thermal conductivity was measured
in the temperature region between 2 and 300 K by using
the standard method of uniaxial heat flow as described
in Ref. [25]. The magnetic fields were oriented along
either the c- or the a-axis of the crystal structure. Com-
plementary measurements of the magnetic susceptibility
were made with a commercial SQUID magnetometer at
temperatures between 2 and 300 K.
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FIG. 1: Thermal conductivity vs. temperature of
Cu2Te2O5Br2 along and perpendicular to the c-axis in zero
magnetic field and in H = 60 kOe. The inset emphasizes
κ(T ) for the heat flow parallel to the c-axis in the vicinity of
the magnetic ordering transition.

RESULTS

The temperature dependences of the thermal conduc-
tivities, κ(T ), along two crystallographic orientations in
zero magnetic field and in H = 60 kOe are shown in
Fig. 1. The general features of κ(T ) along the two heat
flux directions are essentially the same for H = 0, espe-
cially above approximately 7 K, where the data for the
two samples differ by practically a constant factor, such
that κ‖c/κ⊥c ≈ 1.6. At lower temperatures, this ratio is
gradually reduced to about 0.6 at 3 K. Each κ(T ) curve
in Fig. 1 exhibits a maximum between 3.5 and 4.5 K
and a distinct feature around TN = 11.4 K. This type
of low-temperature maximum of κ(T ) is typical for in-
sulators and, with increasing temperature, reflects the
gradual change from the dominant boundary scattering
to enhanced phonon-phonon scattering of the itinerant
lattice excitations. A sharp feature of κ(T ) is usually
related to some kind of phase transition, in the present
case to magnetic ordering. Applying an external mag-
netic field well above TN leads to only a slight decrease
of κ, almost independent of the field orientation. How-
ever, a significant andH-orientation dependent reduction
of the thermal conductivity by magnetic field is observed
in the vicinity and below TN (see the inset in Fig. 1).
In view of the following discussion, we concentrate on

the anomalous features of κ(T ) in the vicinity of TN . In
Fig. 2 a and b, we display the data for κ(T ) along the
c-axis at temperatures between 10 and 13 K and for dif-
ferent values and orientations of the magnetic field. In
order to emphasize the change of the slope of κ(T ) at
the transition, we show the corresponding temperature
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FIG. 2: (a,b) κ(T ) of Cu2Te2O5Br2 along the the c-direction
in the vicinity of TN in different magnetic fields which are
oriented parallel to the a- and c-axes, respectively. (c,d) The
corresponding temperature derivatives ∂κ/∂T vs. T for the
same field orientations as in (a,b). The lines in (c) are guides
for the eye.

derivatives ∂κ/∂T in Fig. 2 c and d. The qualitative
difference in the behavior for the two field orientations
is obvious. While the transition, reflected in the sudden
drop of ∂κ/∂T vs T with decreasing T occurs at the same
temperature TN = 11.4 K forH ‖ c ≤ 60kOe, the drop of
∂κ/∂T vs. T for H ⊥ c ≥ 20kOe is preceded by an initial
increase, thus forming a narrow peak. With increasing
H , the peak shifts to higher temperatures, obviously re-
flecting the anomalous TN(H)-enhancement reported in
the literature [36]. The absence of any variation of TN

for H ‖ c has not been claimed before.

Our data clearly demonstrate a feature in κ(T ) at TN ,
at variance with the results of Ref. [43], where similar
effects were observed for the Cl-compound only. We sus-
pect that the absence of an anomaly in κ(T ) at TN for
the Br-compound in the data of Ref. [43] may be due to
a dominating influence of defects in that Cu2Te2O5Br2
sample, masking the influence of the intrinsic scattering
mechanisms that are related to the magnetic ordering.
Because of essentially the same features of κ(T ) at TN

for the two compounds, we question the reasoning in Ref.
[43] which suggests a drastic and intrinsic difference in
the spin-phonon coupling between the two compounds.
The same crystal structure and the only slightly differ-
ent size of the unit cell make the conjecture of Ref. [43]
rather unlikely. Without presenting the taken data for
the magnetic susceptibility χ(T ) in the temperature re-
gion between 2 and 300 K, we note that they exhibit
all the characteristic features reported for χ(T ) of the
Cu2Te2O5Br2 single-crystal in Ref. [43]. These features
include a maximum of χ(T ) at about 30 K, slightly higher
χ values for H ‖ c than H ⊥ c, the saturation to constant
values below about 5 K, and also the field-dependence of
χ at low temperatures reported in Ref. [37].

DISCUSSION

In magnetic insulators, energy may be transported in
both the crystal lattice and the spin system. In those
cases where the approach of invoking excitations or quasi-
particles is applicable, the total thermal conductivity can
be represented as the sum of a phonon contribution κph

and a contribution of spin excitations (magnons, spinons
etc.) κs. Each contribution κi ∝ Civiℓi is given by
the specific heat Ci of the corresponding subsystem, the
velocity of the related quasiparticles vi and their mean
free path ℓi. For each type of quasiparticle, the relax-
ation rate τi = ℓi/vi depends on the mutual interaction
of the quasiparticles and the influence on their motion
by various imperfections, such as point defects, disloca-
tions, grain and domain boundaries etc. In many cases,
τ−1
i =

∑
j τ

−1
i,j , where j corresponds to a particular type

of scatterers. Among the various scattering processes,
the spin-phonon interaction is of paramount importance
in magnetic materials. Apart from influencing the mag-
nitude and shape of κ(T,H), the spin-phonon interac-
tion provides, in a standard experimental arrangement of
thermal-conductivity measurements, the necessary chan-
nel of heat transfer from the lattice to the spin system
[44].
Since the magnon band in Cu2Te2O5Br2 is separated

from the ground state by an energy gap ∆/kB ≈ 40 K,
κs(T ) is expected to be negligibly small at T ≪ ∆ and
to increase exponentially at T ≤ ∆. Any anisotropy of
the spin interaction is expected to lead to an anisotropic
increase in κs(T ). This expectation was confirmed in
previous investigations of a number of quasi-1D and -
2D magnetic systems, where pronounced changes from a
weakly temperature-dependent anisotropy (of phononic
origin) at low temperatures to a strongly T -dependent
anisotropy at higher temperatures were observed and in-
terpreted as evidence for the onset of κs (see discussion
in Ref. [23] and references therein). In Cu2Te2O5Br2, no
change in the ratio κa/κc is observed above the ordering
transition (see Fig. 1), in spite of the anisotropy of the
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FIG. 3: The temperature of the ordering transition as a
function of magnetic field.

magnon spectrum along these directions [45]. This sug-
gest that the spin contribution in Cu2Te2O5Br2 is negli-
gibly small in comparison with the phonon contribution.

The field-induced reduction of phonon transport is
most pronounced and most sensitive to H in the vicin-
ity of the ordering transition. In magnetic materials,
phonon-magnon scattering occurs via single-ion-lattice
and magnetostrictive interactions [46, 47]. The inten-
sity of the latter type of scattering is proportional to the
magnetic specific heat Cs(T ) which exhibits an anomaly
at TN . If near the transition temperature, Cs(T ) is
dominated by a discontinuity, usually leading to a peak-
shaped anomaly, and if the phonons are predominantly
scattered by the spin excitations, then a sharp dip in
κ(T ) or, equivalently, a discontinuity in ∂κ/∂T vs T is
expected at TN [46]. This is rarely the case for real mate-
rials where various T -dependent phonon-scattering mech-
anisms involving defects, boundaries, and the phonon-
phonon interaction are stronger or at least of simi-
lar strength as the phonon-magnon scattering. If the
anomaly in Cs(T ) is broadened for some reason, κ(T )
exhibits a broadly distributed reduction rather than the
sharp dip mentioned above.

Specific heat data by Lemmens et al. [36], taken on a
powder sample of Cu2Te2O5Br2, reveal, upon the appli-
cation of an external magnetic field, the growth and shift
of the broad peak of C(T ) at TN to higher temperatures.
This correlates with the enhanced reduction of κ(T ) and
the shift of the related anomaly to higher temperatures,
which we observe in our experiments for H ‖ a, see Fig.
2 (a,c). It is to be noted, however, that no such effect is
observed for H ‖ c. The transition temperature TN (H),
calculated from the ∂κ/∂T vs T data, is shown in Fig.
3. As mentioned, TN increases with H ‖ a, in agreement
with the quoted earlier observations [36]; the critical tem-

perature does not change in the investigated field region
for H ‖ c, however.
An increasing TN with increasing field cannot sim-

ply be explained by the classical theory of antiferromag-
netism. Nonetheless, such behavior has been observed for
several AFM compounds [48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. It was ar-
gued that this behavior is related to the fact that, gener-
ally, a lower spin dimensionality leads to higher values of
the critical field. A magnetic field oriented along partic-
ular crystallographic directions may lead to a reduction
of the effective spin dimensionality [53, 54]. However, if
the magnetic field is oriented in such a way that it does
not change the spin dimensionality, such as along the easy
axis of an Ising model system or perpendicular to the easy
plane of a planar model, an MF theory-consistent reduc-
tion of TN with increasing field is expected. For 3D AFM
spin systems, the dimensionality-driven enhancement of
TN is, at most, of the order of 0.1% [48], but quantum
effects in spin compounds containing structural elements
with lower dimensionality, particularly in spin-chain com-
pounds [55], lead to much stronger field-induced changes
of TN [49, 50, 51, 52]. If the same type of arguments is
valid for the anisotropic shifts of TN (H) observed in this
work for tetragonal Cu2Te2O5Br2, it may be concluded
that the magnetic order is characterized by an easy-axis
moment orientation along the c-axis.
This conclusion is in agreement with the results

of calculations of Jensen et al. [40], which include
a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya type anisotropy term in the
Hamiltonian describing a model of dimerized interact-
ing tetrahedra [37]. In relation with the Br-compound,
the model calculations predict an AFM ordered state be-
low TN with staggered moments aligned along the c-axis.
The calculations also predict TN to increase with H ⊥ c
for all values of H , consistent with our result, but also
a weak initial decrease of TN (H) for H ‖ c, intercepted
by a spin-flop transition at about 37 kOe. The latter
transition is not reflected in our data, but the calculated
value of the spin-flop field is parameter-dependent. It
is certainly not inconceivable that in reality, this field is
higher than the calculated value of 37 kOe. An increase
of TN with the mentioned field configuration is also con-
sistent with another analysis of a model of coupled spin
tetrahedra taking into account a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya-
type interaction [41]. These calculations also predict a
decrease of TN (H) at almost the same rate, if a field is
applied in the c-direction. This expectation is not sup-
ported by our experiments, however.

SUMMARY

In this work the thermal conductivity of the spin-
tetrahedral compound Cu2Te2O5Br2 has been studied.
The results clearly indicate that phonons dominate the
heat transport in this compound. A feature in κ(T ) at
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TN , close to 11.4 K, is associated with a magnetic order-
ing transition. The transition temperature and the am-
plitude of the associated κ(T ) anomaly are affected by
external magnetic fields only if they are oriented along
the a-axis. This TN (H) anisotropy is qualitatively con-
sistent with recent theoretical predictions.
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